FROM ASHES BETA RULES 0.0.7
Acquisition Roster

Sol enclaves
Humanity has pushed out into the stars. Earth and its governing arm the League of Solar Nations,
rule over this vast network of colonies and worlds. A rebellion leads to a devastating yet short
lived civil conflict known as the Severance War, consequently exhausting both sides and ultimately
leads to the demise of the LSN's influence across its domain. Each world is now alone in the void,
fending for itself amongst the chaos and turmoil.
One corner of humanity’s reach, known as the Damnya Sector, has seen some of the worst of what
man does to man in times of desperation. Several new proto-nations, branded the ‘Primary Powers’,
have arisen from the ashes and are now pushing outwards into the void. The neutral worlds,
collectively known as the Grey Zone, have become battlegrounds for these fledgling empires. Each
is now expanding their influence beyond their borders to forge their own legacy in the stars.
What remains of the LSN in the Damnya Sector is little more than scattered colonies still holding
fast against the surrounding darkness. Despite the lack of central control or even any strong
connection to each other, these territories are still a proud people; monuments to an empire and
its glories long gone. Known as the Sol Enclaves, they have had to take stock of what the future
may bring - do they maintain the ways of the old, holding true to Earth on the hope that she will
rise again, or do they throw in their lot with the so-called ‘Primary Powers’ and assimilate
themselves. Now each is a nation unto itself, yet still possess a martial pride in their duties,
protecting their people and trying to carve out their own destinies in the Damnya Sector.
Faction Info
Faction Name Sol Enclaves
Primary World None specified.
Secondary Worlds None specified. Multiple colonies exists across various worlds in the Grey Zone,
with many still contested by rival groups with no clear planetary governing body.
Approximate total population across all worlds Unknown.
Approximate military manpower Unknown, Faction power depends upon the local colony populace
and conscription policies, if any.
Main economy Varies upon the local remaining LSN industries and resources.
Relative Technological level Medium tech.
Governing style Varies. Since the Severance War, some have become dictatorships with a local
warlord possessing complete control, whereas others have a council or democratic style system.
Settlement Morphology Industrial, new colony pre-fab structures. Due to the fact that the Sol
Enclaves have changed little since from the LSN, it is reasonable to expect that much of the
infrastructure built by their forefathers remains. Certain Sol Enclaves which have received
significant exposure to the Primary Powers will invariably be influenced by the influx of new
cultural norms and technology, often creating a hybridised appearance unique to that colony.
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Building an Army
When you build your army, it is important that it is organised in such a way to ensure it works correctly with
the main From Ashes rules. Each 'side' is called a Force, and each Force consists of one or more Detachments
and the Squads it commands. When you build your Sol Enclave Force to the agreed Requisition value, or Req, it
needs to comply with the following:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

At least one Detachment. You may choose to specialise your Detachment to represent the influence of one
of the Primary Powers, or even remain loyal to Earth by purchasing a Doctrine at a cost of 25 Req from the
next couple of pages. Each Detachment can only receive the benefits of one Doctrine, so you could not, for
example, spend 50 Req to combine the effects from two. In addition, your Force cannot have Detachments
with different Doctrines (but can choose to have no Doctrine if you wish).
If you choose a Doctrine to represent assimilation into one of the Primary Powers, you may also take nonLeader Squads in your Sol Enclave Detachment from their Acquisition Rosters, but cannot take more allied
Squads than you have Sol Enclave Squads in this Detachment. You may also take allied Detachments from
their Acquisition Roster, but cannot take more allied Detachments than you have Sol Enclave Detachments
in your Force.
Each Detachment must have an associated Leader, that is, a Unit with the Leader Ability. In the case of the
Sol Enclaves, this currently includes Guardsmen Command Units. There must be at least two other Squads
of the same type (Infantry, Vehicle, Walker, Flyer) as this Leader.
Once the above requisites are met, you can choose a number of additional Squads equal to your Detachment
Leader’s Discipline subtracted from ten, of whatever Type from the following pages.
You may create further Detachments for your Force, following the process above as long as the combined
Req value for all your Detachments does not exceed the agreed Force Req value.
That’s it! You’re done and ready to get on with your game of From Ashes.
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Doctrine:
Paragons of Old Earth
Sponsor:
None/LSN
Modifications to all Unit Types:
- Loyal to the Flag! Friendly Squads from this detachment automatically pass Discipline tests for being Routed.
In addition, if a Squad rolls a 10 or more for a Discipline test when attempting to receive an order, the Order is
free so do not place a red Command dice.
- Improved Supply Lines: During deployment, two Squads can be deployed at once.
Vehicle Modifications:
- Vehicle Stockpiles: Vehicles count as Infantry for the purpose of minimum requirements for Squad Types for
this Detachment - see Acquisitions under Game Setup in the main From Ashes rules.

Doctrine:
Member of the Alliance
Sponsor:
Scaryn Federated Alliance
Infantry Modifications:
- Increase all non-Leader Units’ Discipline value to 5+.
- All Infantry gain Smoke Grenades in addition to their Frag Grenades.
- Riflemen Anti-tank and Machine Gun Squads receive the Flexible Fighting Unit Ability below:

Flexible Fighting Unit

Vehicle Modifications:
- Increase all non-Leader Units’ Discipline value to 5+.
- Any Sol Enclave vehicle can choose to exchange their Explosive Reactive Armour Ability for the following:

Electro-Reactive Pads

Doctrine:
Dominion Vassal
Sponsor:
Verse Dominion and Devin Pact
Infantry Modifications:
- All Infantry Units exchange their Frag Grenades for Incendiary Grenades (See the main From Ashes rules)
- All Infantry Units receive the Vhokys Augmentation Ability below:

Vhokys Augmentation

- Any Sol Enclave Infantry Leader Unit may be upgraded with the addition of a Preacher model from Ringleader
Command Unit @ 10 Req. This gives the Unit the Preacher Advisor Ability below:

Preacher Advisor
- Any Sol Enclave Infantry Unit which has not been upgraded with a Guardsmen Medic may instead be upgraded
with a Ringleader model from Ringleader Command Unit @ 10 Req. This gives the Unit the Ringleader Advisor
Ability below:

Ringleader Advisor
Vehicle Modifications:
- Any Sol Enclave vehicle can choose to exchange their Explosive Reactive Armour Ability for all three of the
following:

Brute
Boosters
Skimmer Plate
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Doctrine:
Freemen of the Republic
Sponsor:
Kymeron Free Republic
Infantry Modifications:
- All non-Blast weapons receive the Smart Rounds Special Rule below:

Smart Rounds
- All Infantry Units receive the Phalanx Protocol and Skirmish Protocol Abilities below:

Phalanx Protocol

Skirmish Protocol
- All Guardsmen Anti-Tank Units can exchange their weapon’s Salvo Special Rule for the Top Attack Munitions
Special Rule below:

Top Attack Munitions

Vehicle Modifications:
- All non-Blast weapons receive the Smart Rounds Special Rule below:

Smart Rounds
- All Vehicle Units receive the Phalanx Protocol Ability below:

Phalanx Protocol

Doctrine:
Union of the Advancing Dawn
Sponsor:
Xeraak Triarchy
Infantry Modifications:
- All Infantry Units exchange their Frag Grenades for Plasma Grenades (See the main From Ashes rules)
- All M74 Assault Rifles and HMGs gain the Plasma Ability below:

- Any Guardsmen Medic Unit may replace their Medic Ability with the Shield Projector Ability below:

Shield Projector

Vehicle Modifications:
- All HMGs gain the Plasma Ability below:

- Any Sol Enclave vehicle can choose to exchange their Explosive Reactive Armour Ability for the following:
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Sol enclaves
Guardsmen Command Unit
The people of the Sol Enclaves foster a proud tradition
in their officer corps and its training program. Recruits
who display a sense of strong leadership and loyalty to
the colony often find themselves fast-tracked to an
exciting career of defending their realms from outsiders.
Since the fall of the LSN, many such leaders have become
little more than warlords, using their position to strong
-arm the colony to become essentially dictatorships
under the guise of protecting its people. Whatever their
individual agendas, they regularly display remarkable
tactical acumen, efficiently applying the knowledge of
centuries and bringing victory after victory.
Many Guardsmen commanders prefer to lead directly
from the front, often in an attempt to foster a dashing
maverick image. Here, they join with their comrades
shoulder to shoulder, sword and pistol in hand, shouting their men ever onwards to more daring feats. As
reckless as this is, the inspirational influence upon those around them cannot be denied.
A popular sidearm used by many officers in the LSN, and hence passed down to the Sol Enclaves, is the M13 selfdefence weapon, or simply ‘the hand cannon’. A powerful pistol, it is has more than enough stopping power to put
down a man-sized target, but to its detractors who may prefer and smaller-calibre pistol, little more than an
extension of the carrier’s ego. Likewise, the laser sword was primarily a ceremonial device rather than
providing any real edge in combat - however, tell that to those poor souls who end up upon its searing blade.

Squad composition - 30 Req per Squad.
• 1 Guardsmen Command Unit with M13 Pistols, Laser Sword and Frag Grenades.

-Grenades (Frag)
-Leader
-Unique Command - Boost the Signal
-Laser Sword
-Inspirational Hero

Weapons

ACCURACY

3+

10+

N/A

N/A

DAMAGE

3

2

0

0

SPECIAL RULES
-Free Command: Pistol If this Unit carries out an Advance, Retreat or Unique Command (while Dismounted),
it may immediately carry out a Free Engage using this weapon, but counts as having only 1 Attack.
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Sol enclaves
Guardsmen rifle squad
Despite the lack of support from the LSN, the Guardsmen
military garrisons have fostered a culture of priding
themselves in the defence of their colonies. Is it these
brave men and woman who have held back the
surrounding chaos from overwhelming their homes.
Most are the children, or even grandchildren, of those
who experienced the Severance War first hand, but
nonetheless just as well fight and protect the their
worlds. Such individuals tend to be conscripted, rotating
working across the colonies in varying roles to assist
where help is needed most. As a consequence, their
training can vary from enclave to enclave, but ultimately
continues from the ceremonial traditions and tactical
training inherited from the LSN all those years before.
Their equipment and weaponry is virtually identical to
that used by the forefathers. Guardsmen Riflemen tend
to use the legacy M74 assault rifles, with some members
trained to be grenadiers who carry under-slung grenade
launchers for additional firepower. Likewise the uniforms
and battledress is largely unchanged, and has proved itself
time and time again in protecting the user from harm.

Squad composition - 22 Req per Squad.
• 2 Guardsmen Rifle Units with M74 Assault Rifles and Frag Grenades.
• OPTIONAL May add up to six additional Guardsmen Rifle Units @ 11 Req each.

-Grenades (Frag)
-Underslung Grenade Launchers

Weapons

ACCURACY

7+

9+

11+

12+

DAMAGE

2

1

0

0

SPECIAL RULES
-Rapid Fire This weapon ignores the Aerial Target rule. In addition, before rolling any attacks this Squad
can choose to reroll failed Accuracy rolls but must reroll successful Damage rolls with this weapon.
-Unique Command: Assault Move This Squad may move up to half its Movement value (rounding up), then
immediately carry out an Engage Command with any Assault Move weapons it has, again halving their
Attacks value (rounding up). Place a Storm Command dice instead of Unique.
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Sol enclaves
Guardsmen Medic upgrade
The Sol Enclaves Medical Corps play a key role on the frontlines.
Individuals who show both a flare for acting using their own initiative
and the ability to perform well under pressure are offered a chance to
enrol in the medic program.
After qualifying, each Guardsmen Medic is equipped like their brothersin-arms in that they wear the same battle dress and carry an M74 Assault
Rifle. These individuals also receive additional first-aid equipment to
facilitate keeping those around them in the fight. It is clear to any Sol
Enclave commander that the Medics essentially act as a 'glue' who keep
the lines strong and stops them from buckling when the enemy attack.

Squad composition - 10 Req per Medic attachment.
• Attachment - Instead of being bought as its own Unit, the Medic model must be attached to another
friendly Sol Enclave infantry Squad in the same Detachment (excluding the Guardsmen Machine Gun Team).
The medic model needs to be glued onto the base of one of the host Squad’s Units. This Unit now benefits
from the following:
- Increase OP by 1.
- Increase HP by 1
- Receives the Medic Ability:

-Medic
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Sol enclaves
Guardsmen Anti tank squad
The Anti-Tank Squads are exactly that - units dedicated to
the identification and elimination of enemy armoured
assets. Like other special weapon teams, these soldiers
receive extra training on using weapons designed
specifically for the role. The M606 Rocket Launcher, much
like other equipment from the Sol Enclave stocks, is a
venerable weapon system from a earlier time. Despite this,
it is an efficient weapon and can threaten all but the most
powerful of foe on the battlefields of the Damnya Sector.
The M606 is a unusual design, as it holds two unguided
rockets in a ready position. This allows the operator the
unique ability to fire both in quick succession if needed, but
then requires a considerable reloading period before
being used again. Teams often use this ability to quickly fire
off their rockets before retreating behind cover in order
to minimise threats of returning fire.

Squad composition - 24 Req per Squad.
• 2 Guardsmen Anti-Tank Units. Each Unit has Frag Grenades and M606 Rocket Launchers
• OPTIONAL May add up to two additional Guardsmen Anti-Tank Units @ 12 Req each.

-Grenades (Frag)

Weapons

ACCURACY

8+

10+

12+

12+

DAMAGE

5

5

5

5

SPECIAL RULES
-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored.
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.
-Salvo Fire If this Unit has an Attacks value of 1 and has not been used this turn, the owning player can
choose to increase its Attacks to 2, but cannot be used for rest of the turn.
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Sol enclaves
Guardsmen Machine gun squad
The Guardsmen Machine Gun Squads are another tool
available to the Sol Enclave commander. Unlike the Anti
Tank Squads designed specifically for tank hunting, the
Machine Gun Squads serve a different purpose.
The Heavy Machine Gun itself fires the venerable yet
still very powerful .50cal shells. Refined over the
centuries, this massive round can threaten virtually any
target on the battlefield perhaps barring the heaviest
of battle tanks. This firepower does comes with a cost,
however, as its size and bulks means it needs to be braced
on a tripod for practical use on the battlefield. The
tripod is actually made of an ultra-light material
enabling the gunner and ammo carrier to easily move it
to where its needed without slowing them down too much.
Once they have found a good position, they provide
direct fire support to friendly squads advancing across
the battlefield. A small shield provides a limited degree
of protection from enemy small-arms fire.

Squad composition - 28 Req per Squad.
• 2 Guardsmen HMG Units. Each Unit has Frag Grenades, a Pintle HMG and M13 Pistols.
• OPTIONAL May add up to two additional Guardsmen HMG Units @ 14 Req each.

-Grenades (Frag)

Weapons

ACCURACY

7+

8+

10+

11+

DAMAGE

3

2

2

2

SPECIAL RULES
-Heavy Weapon This weapon cannot be used if the Squad has moved this turn.
-AA weapon This weapon ignores Flyer Units’ Aerial Target special rule.
-Optics If not moved this turn, may shift Range Bracket one column left for Accuracy rolls (not Damage).
-Free Command: Defence Weapon Once per turn and if this Squad has not moved, it can carry out an Engage
Overwatch but only with this weapon and can only target Flyers within 16” or any other Units within 8”.

ACCURACY

3+

10+

N/A

N/A

DAMAGE

3

2

0

0

SPECIAL RULES
-Free Command: Pistol If this Unit carries out an Advance, Retreat or Unique Command (while Dismounted),
it may immediately carry out a Free Engage using this weapon, but counts as having only 1 Attack.
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enclavesALLIANCE
SCARYN Sol
FEDERATED
Bullfrogapc
apc
Bullfrog
The venerable Bullfrog APC has been at the forefront of
a long history of military service throughout the LSN’s
existence, even before the Severance War. It was during
the Severance War itself that it really proved its worth,
transporting infantry under armour to protect them from
incoming fire and artillery fragments, before providing
covering fire with its hull mounted heavy machine gun.
Considered controversial by some, the explosive reactive
armour triangular modules have helped further improve
the APCs survivability, especially from heavier weapons.
From its critics, however, the potential danger to nearby
infantry needs to be considered during troop deployments.

Squad composition - 30 Req per Squad.
• 1 Bullfrog APC Unit with a Hull HMG.

-Armoured
-Transport
-Explosive Reactive Armour
-Active Defence- Smoke Dischargers

Weapons

ACCURACY

7+

8+

10+

11+

DAMAGE

3

2

2

2

SPECIAL RULES
-None
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enclavesALLIANCE
SCARYN Sol
FEDERATED
Hammerhead
Bullfrog
apcIFV
The Hammerhead, much like other vehicles within the Sol
Enclaves' vast inventory, is a legacy system which has seen
decades of warfare. It provides a good balance of
armoured protection, firepower and infantry carrying
capability, and its flexibility can be utilised to react to
whatever is happening on the battlefield at short notice.
The hull is based upon the Bullfrog design, with a standard
front-facing HMG installed to the right of the driver. The
turret, mounted at the rear of the vehicle, houses a
general-purpose 42mm autocannon with coax medium
machine gun, and an unguided anti-tank rocket for dealing
with any enemy armoured vehicles which may threaten the
troops being transported within. Being a large vehicle, it
can comfortably carry 12 troopers in a rear compartment
who can easily dismount from a hydraulic drop-down ramp.

Squad composition - 50 Req per Squad.
• 1 Hammerhead IFV Unit with a Hull HMG, Rocket Launcher and 42mm Autocannon with Coax MMG.
• OPTIONAL May upgrade to have an extra Rocket Launcher, which removes the Slow Reload Special Rule @ 5 Req per Unit.

-Armoured
-Transport
-Explosive Reactive Armour
-Active Defence- Smoke Dischargers

Weapons

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES

7+
3

8+
2

10+
2

11+
2

-None

ACCURACY
6+
8+
11+
12+
DAMAGE
2
1
1
1
SPECIAL RULES
-Coaxial If any of this weapon’s attacks hit a Target Squad, the 42mm Autocannon can reroll a single failed Accuracy
Test against the same Target this Command.
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.

ACCURACY
7+
9+
10+
11+
DAMAGE
4
4
3
3
SPECIAL RULES
-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored.
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.

ACCURACY
9+
10+
11+
11+
DAMAGE
5
5
5
5
SPECIAL RULES
-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored.
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.
-Slow Reload One use per Turn.
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Sol enclaves
Anvil battle tank
The Anvil is the legacy battle tank used by the LSN for
almost a century up until the Severance War. Lack of any
major conflict unto this point has lend to a decline in
innovative designs, with the LSN strongly a victim of the
'ain't broke don't fix it' philosophy. Perhaps for good
reason though, as the LSN tended to engage in more small
-scale internal security matters, as they lacked an
opponent who could really cause any real direct threat.
It was only in the Severance War that the Anvil saw
widespread combat and was tested in the fires of battle.

To its critics, the Anvil's large size was considered a
significant drawback, but to its supporters its thick
armour proved time and again its worth as incoming
rounds bounced virtually harmlessly off its thick shell.
Its survivability was further enhanced by the presence
of explosive reactive armour underlays, or ERA, which
used an explosive charge to considerably reduce the
effectiveness of incoming large-calibre rounds. Either way, the Anvil proved itself a capable tool in the
manoeuvre-warfare doctrine, as its powerful main gun is fully stabilised enabling it to fire accurately even
when on the move. A coaxial heavy machine gun provided the gunner with some much-needed extra anti-infantry
firepower, and could also be used to assist the main gun’s target acquisition though the use of tracers rounds.
Now that the Severance War is over, and regular contact is being made with those beyond their borders with
increasingly regularity, the Sol Enclaves have practised their tanker skills and drills. Now they are more than
ready to defend their people with these powerful beasts once again.

Squad composition - 100 Req per Squad.
•

Anvil Unit with a 130mm Main Cannon and Coax HMG.

-Armoured
-Explosive Reactive Armour
-Active Defence- Smoke Dischargers
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Weapons

ACCURACY

7+

8+

10+

11+

DAMAGE

3

2

2

2

SPECIAL RULES
-Coaxial If any of this weapon’s attacks hit a Target Squad, the 130mm Main Cannon can reroll a single
failed Accuracy test against the same Target this Command.
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.
WHEN FIRING THE 130MM MAIN CANNON, CHOOSE EITHER HEAT ROUNDS OR KE ROUNDS

ACCURACY

9+

8+

9+

11+

DAMAGE

5

5

5

5

SPECIAL RULES
-Large Blast Do not generate Blast Markers in the usual way. Instead, each successful hit becomes two hits
and two Blast Markers.
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.

ACCURACY

9+

7+

8+

9+

DAMAGE

5

4

3

2

SPECIAL RULES
-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored.
-Kinetic Energy Round Ignores Fast Target. In addition, add the target’s Armoured value to the Damage roll.
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.
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Sol enclaves
Pintle HMG upgrade
The attachment of machine guns to armoured vehicles is an
age-old practise since the dawn of their inception. The
extra anti-infantry firepower is a welcome addition to the
tanker’s arsenal, and what with them often being installed
in pintle swivel mounts, means they are especially useful
when engaging enemy infantry. The heavy calibre variant
enables the operator the ability to engage a wide variety
of targets, from infantry hiding behind cover, to light
vehicles and even low-flying aircraft should they need to.

•

VEHICLE UPGRADE: Any Sol Enclave Bullfrog or Anvil can be upgraded with a single Pintle HMG @ 10 Req
per Unit. If a Bullfrog takes two upgrades, it must reduce its transport capacity to (4).

Weapons

ACCURACY

7+

8+

10+

11+

DAMAGE

3

2

2

2

SPECIAL RULES
-AA weapon This weapon ignores Flyer Units’ Aerial Target special rule.
-Free Command: Defence weapon Once per turn, this Unit can carry out an Engage Overwatch but only with
this weapon and can only target Flyers within 16” or any other Units within 8”.
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Sol enclaves
Flamethrower Turret upgrade
Perhaps one of the more terrifying weapons found in the
vaults of the Sol Enclaves is the Flamethrower. Far from
being a new weapon, flame-based systems such as this have
been seen for centuries. It works by employing an
incendiary gel which is ignited as it leaves the barrel, and
then coats and sticks to the target. It has developed
somewhat of a reputation in built up areas where it
flushes out enemies from cover, or simply fast-melts those
who, evidently foolishly, choose to stand their ground and
not flee before this terrifying weapon.

•

VEHICLE UPGRADE: Any Sol Enclave Bullfrog or Anvil can be upgraded with a single Flamethrower
Turret @ 10 Req per Unit. If a Bullfrog takes two upgrades, it must reduce its transport capacity to (4).

Weapons

ACCURACY

5+

10+

N/A

N/A

DAMAGE

0

0

-

-

SPECIAL RULES
-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored.
-Flame Weapon Ignores Terrain Negative Rerolls and Terrain Protection Bonuses. In Addition, attacks
from this weapon always cause damage on a roll of a 12 regardless of the target's Protection value.
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